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Renewable aromatics compounds (i.e. BTXs) are interesting, useful and much desired chemicals for

industry due to the lack or difficulty to find available non-fossil feedstocks capable to produce these

aromatics in good yields. Therefore, the aromatization reaction of biomass-derived furans is a valuable

strategy for a sustainable production of aromatic compounds. In this work, modified SBA-15 mesoporous

silicates with enhanced acid properties were successfully synthetized by a one-pot method, directly

incorporating the metal precursor (Nb, W, Ga, Zr, Al) in the synthesis gel. The solids were characterized by

different techniques, such as XRD, TEM, ICP, N2 physisorption, FT-IR of adsorbed pyridine and NH3-TPD,

among others. The catalytic performance of mesoporous materials was tested in the Diels–Alder (DA)

aromatization reaction using 2,5-DMF as a diene and ethylene as a dienophile for the selective production

of p-xylene (p-xy). Among the mono-metallic solids (modified with Nb, W, Ga, Zr or Al) showing Lewis (Le)

acidity, only those that also present Brønsted (Br) sites showed activity in the aromatization reaction,

appearing Al(x)–S as the most selective catalyst for the p-xy production. Then, Br acidity in bi-metallic solids

was ensured by co-incorporating Al in the structure, showing Al–Nb-SBA-15 – materials the best catalytic

performance. For these solids, the p-xy yield showed a strong dependence with the metal content and the

moderate strength Br/Le acid sites ratio. Optimization of the composition of Al–Nb-SBA-15 catalyst and the

reaction conditions allowed reaching a p-xy yield even higher than that observed for previous reported

reference catalyst (i.e. H-ZSM-5). It was demonstrated that the type of metals (Al and Nb) incorporated in

SBA-15 provides an adequate combination of Br and Le acid sites of moderate strength and

homogeneously distributed on the solid (low surface density of acid sites), which together with the high

accessibility offered by the mesoporous material, are features to be considered for the aromatic

production. The observed activity for catalysts with both Le and Br sites was mainly attributed to their ability

to retard side reactions, such as oligomerization and alkylation by means of the effective cycloaddition of

2,5-DMF with ethylene in Le sites, in addition to the dehydrative aromatization reaction allowed by the

presence of Br acidity.

Introduction

With the aim to contribute to the sustainability of chemical
processes, the scientific researchers around the world are
continually working on the development of new catalytic

materials for the valorization of renewable raw materials,
specifically for processing biomass-derived compounds.1,2

Among these, furan compounds emerge as intermediate
substances from lignocellulosic sources that can be used as
platform molecules to obtain more valuable products.3,4

Examples of these furanic type compounds are: furfural or
FAL (obtained via selective dehydration of C5 sugars),5

5-hydroxymethyl furfural or 5-HMF (synthesized via selective
dehydration of fructose),6 furfuryl alcohol or FOL (attained via
selective hydrogenation of FAL),7 furan and 2-methylfuran or
2-MF (produced by selective hydrogenation of furfural),3

2,5-dimethylfuran or 2,5-DMF (produced by selective
reduction of 5-HMF),8 among others. These furanic
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compounds could be used as starting reactants to get a wide
range of valuable compounds for chemical industry, by
covering substances as furfuryl-dicarboxylic acid (FDCA) used
as monomer for polymers synthesis,9 tetrahydrofuran (THF)
and derivatives commonly used as solvents and additives for
polymers,3 tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol (THFOL) and their
derived alkyl-ethers useful as components and additives for
renewable fuels,10 and even aromatic (BTXs) compounds
commonly used in petrochemical industry.2

In this sense, aromatic hydrocarbons are a family of
compounds widely used in several industrial processes
involving the production of plastics, agrochemicals,
fragrances, etc. p-xylene (p-xy) belongs to this type of
substances and has multiple applications as solvent, for fuels
formulations, polymers fabrication, etc.11,12 Nevertheless, it is
usually obtained from petroleum-based carbon resources.13,14

Looking for a renewable and sustainable alternative for its
production it has been proposed an interesting strategy
based on Diels–Alder (DA) reaction that using 2,5-DMF from
biomass as a diene and short chain olefins as dienophiles,
produces a cycloadduct that after dehydration becomes an
aromatic molecule.15–18 This alternative method for the
aromatic production involves 2 stages (see Scheme 1) and
could be enhanced by the presence of heterogeneous
catalysts. Nevertheless, two kind of acid sites must be present
in the catalyst structures. In the first stage, the formation of
the intermediate cycloadduct is enhanced by the presence of
Lewis (Le) sites, meanwhile in the second stage, the aromatic
is formed from the dehydration reaction of the cycloadduct
which could be produced over Brønsted (Br) sites.19

Some solids have been tested as catalysts for this reaction
such as phosphotungstic acid (HPW) and silicotungstic acid
(HSiW) supported on various oxides, SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, ZrO2.
It was observed that HPA/SiO2 activity is considerably greater
than that for the HPAs supported on Al2O3, ZrO2, and TiO2

and this behavior was assigned to their higher acid site
density and stronger Br acidity.20 Zirconium phosphates (ZrP)
grafted on ordered mesoporous silicas such as KIT-6 and
SBA-15 and supported on not ordered fumed SiO2 were also
tested in the p-xy production. The ordered supports modified
with ZrP revealed a higher aromatic production rate probably
due to the presence of homogenously dispersed acidic sites
on a large surface which provokes an increased overall
acidity, compared to that of non-ordered silica support whose
acid sites are densely distributed on a smaller surface.11

The use of H-beta and H-Y zeolites for the p-xy synthesis
with 90% yield by cycloaddition of biomass-derived 2,5-DMF

and ethylene has been reported. Nevertheless, with these
zeolites a significant loss of carbon occurs during reaction
mainly due to the formation of dimers and larger oligomers,
thus conducting to large amounts of coke deposited on solids
which provokes a rapid catalytic deactivation.18 On the
contrary, when Lewis acid catalysts as AlCl3 were combined
with Na–Y zeolite for the production of toluene from
biomass-derived furans, good yield (65%) could be reached.
Compared to the Brønsted acid zeolites, H-beta or H-Y, the
formation of coke on the surface of the combined system of
Lewis acid (AlCl3) + zeolite (Na–Y) was less significant
probably due to the retarded oligomerization of 2-MF.21

Meanwhile, despite its lower acid strength, H-[B]-BEA showed
an activity similar to the H-[Al]-BEA in the production of
benzene and p-xy from furan and 2,5-DMF. A three-in-one
reaction, Diels–Alder cycloaddition of 2,5-DMF with acrylic
acid, dehydration to form the phenyl-ring, and final
decarboxylation to p-xylene, was reported by Mendoza Mesa
et al.22 Therein, a complete 2,5-DMF conversion with a p-xy
yield of 83% was achieved using a H-beta zeolite at 473 K in
a continuous flow system. In this case, the use of acrylic acid,
which is considered an activated dienophile for the Diels–
Alders reaction, explains the high aromatic production
achieved compared to results attained when non-activated
olefins (i.e. ethene, propene) are used. Analysis with a
microkinetic model revealed that, even with this weaker
acidity, the dehydration reaction is sufficiently catalyzed,
activating the aromatic production pathway.23 Considering
these reports, it is important to note that most of the
industrial or semi-industrial (pilot plants) processes to
produce aromatics from biomass-derived furans involve the
use of zeolites as catalysts.24 However, the main drawback of
their use is the rapid deactivation they suffer due to the
deposition of coke promoted by their high activity and Br/Le
acidity, as well as their small pore size.2,25 In this sense,
silica–alumina aerogel was reported as a highly active catalyst
for p-xy production which could be attributed to its high
surface area, large mesoporous volume and high acid sites
concentration, in particular Br acid sites; this feature could
indicate that the overall rate of p-xy production is limited by
the dehydration of the cycloadduct.26

Although interesting results have been reported on the
subject, the production of aromatic compounds from
biomass-derived furans is still a challenging process since
the most active catalysts such us zeolites are easily
deactivated by trapping oligomeric species inside their pores.
To address these limitations, tailoring the relation between
Br and Le sites of different strength on a mesoporous matrix
can be an interesting strategy to enhance the DA reaction of
biomass-derived furans and the further cycloadduct
dehydration towards the aromatic production.

Following this idea, in this work the design and synthesis
of acid catalysts based on SBA-15 mesoporous silicates, which
present as advantages their higher sizes and volumes of
pores as well as high specific surface suitable for
functionalization, is proposed. Such features lead to expect a

Scheme 1 Two stages process for the synthesis of aromatics
(p-xylene, p-xy) from 2,5-DMF and olefins.
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better accessibility and interaction of the reactive molecules
with active sites generated from the excellent versatility of
these materials for their functionalization according to the
desired application. The modification of the silicate
structures by incorporating heteroatoms different from Si,
such as Al, Ga, Zr, W, Nb, allows the development of different
kind of acid sites, Le and/or Br, on the catalyst.2,25,27,28 For
this reason, applying SBA-15 mesoporous silicates modified
with acid functions results a very interesting alternative
barely explored yet to develop a route for the synthesis of
renewable aromatic compounds through the catalytic
conversion of biomass-derived furans. This study was
particularly focused on the role of acid sites (Br and Le) and
the nature of metals present in the catalysts and their
influence on the observed catalytic behavior.

Experimental
Catalysts synthesis method

The mesoporous silicate with SBA-15 structure was
synthetized using Pluronic 123 (P123) as structure director
and tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) as Si precursor.29 In a first stage
of synthesis, P123 is dissolved at 40 °C in a 2 M solution of
HCl, and thereafter TEOS was added. The stirring at 40 °C
was started and maintained for 20 h, and then the obtained
gel was submitted to hydrothermal treatment at 80 °C for 24
h. Then, the solid was washed until reach the pH of distilled
water, filtered and dried at 60 °C for 12 h. Finally, the P123
was eliminated from the pores by calcination in air at 500 °C
for 8 h.

In the case of modified SBA-15 solids, the next metal
precursors were used: niobium(V) oxalate hydrate for Nb,
ammonium metatungstate hydrate for W, zirconium(IV) oxide
chloride for Zr, gallium(III) nitrate hydrate for Ga and
aluminium nitrate for Al. The synthesis procedure was:

- Monometallic solids: the corresponding precursor of Nb,
W, Zr or Ga previously dissolved in water was added to the
solution of P123 in 2 M HCl, stirred for 15 min, and then the
TEOS was added. The gel was submitted to stirring at 40 °C
for 20 h, and then to a hydrothermal treatment at 100 °C for
24 h. These solids were prepared from a nominal Si/M molar
ratio of 20 and they were named as M(x)–S, where M
corresponds to the metal incorporated in the structure and x
to the real Si/M molar ratio obtained from ICP measurements.
It is important to clarify that for Ga(∞)–S, between parenthesis
is indicated the real Si/Ga molar ratio, showing this value that
under the applied synthesis conditions, Ga was practically not
incorporated in the structure.

- Monometallic of Al and bimetallic Al–M solids (where M
is Nb, W, Zr or Ga): the source of Al together with the
corresponding M source, previously dissolved in water, were
added to the solution of P123 in 2 M HCl and stirred for 15
min; then TEOS was added and the stirring was continued
for 1 h. The pH of gel was increased to 5 by using NH4(OH)
solution and the stirring was maintained at 40 °C for 20 h.
Finally, a hydrothermal treatment at 100 °C for 24 h was

applied. These solids were prepared from a nominal Si/Al
and Si/M molar ratio of 20. The solids were named as Al(x)–
M(x)–S where M corresponds to the metal incorporated in the
structure and x to the real Si/M or Si/Al molar ratio obtained
from ICP measurements.

In order to study the influence of metal content for
catalysts modified with Al and Nb, solids with different Si/Al
and Si/Nb molar ratio were synthetized following the
procedure applied for the synthesis of bimetallic solids. In
this case a nominal Si/Al molar ratio of 20 was maintained
and the Si/Nb was varied from 20, 40 and 60. In order to infer
the influence of the initial Al content in the synthesis gel, a
solid from a Si/Al molar ratio of 60 and Si/Nb of 20 was also
tested. These solids were named as Al(x)–Nb(x)–S where x is
the molar fraction XAl or XNb calculated from the real Al and
Nb molar content determined from ICP measurements as
follows: XAl = nAl/(nAl + nNb) and XNb = nNb/(nAl + nNb) (where
nAl and nNb are the moles of each metal). Then, solid with an
Al molar fraction from 0 to 1 could be analyzed.

Catalysts characterization

The synthetized solids were characterized by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) (λ = 1.5418 Å) using a Panalytical–Empyrean
diffractometer with PIXcel 3D detector in the range of 1–3°
and 5–90° to confirm the mesoporous structural order
development and the probable presence of metal oxide
phases. N2 adsorption isotherms were collected using a
Micromeritics ASAP 2420 previously degassing the samples
(200–300 mg with particle sizes between 0.4–0.8 mm) under
vacuum overnight at 300 °C. Specific areas were calculated by
the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, pore size
distributions and pore volumes were obtained by the Barrett–
Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method.

For textural characterization of samples, high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) measurements
were performed using a JEOL JEM-2100F instrument working
at 200 kV (point resolution of 0.17 nm).

With the aim of inquiring about the acid properties of
solids, infrared spectra (FT-IR) of adsorbed pyridine were
recorded on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS10 spectrometer
following the procedure reported by Vaschetto et al.,30,31

where self-supported wafers were degassed under vacuum
(10−3 Pa) at 400 °C for 7 h. After cooling at room temperature,
the spectrum of each sample was recorded to be used as the
background spectra. Afterwards, pyridine was admitted until
reach the saturation of system and maintained in contact for
12 h. Then, FT-IR spectra were acquired, and the subsequent
spectra were recorder after pyridine desorption by evacuation
for 1 h at 50 °C and 200 °C. The background spectrum was
then subtracted from each spectrum and the absorbance was
normalized to wafers weight before calculations. The
concentration of acid sites was calculated from band
intensities (signals at ca. 1545 and 1450 cm−1 for Br and Le
sites, respectively) and extinction coefficients, applying a
method previously proposed.32
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The analysis of acid properties was complemented with
temperature-programmed desorption of ammonia (TPD-NH3)
which was carried out in a Micromeritics TPD/2900 device.
For this procedure, solids (100 mg with particle sizes between
0.4–0.8 mm) were treated at 350 °C for 1 h under He flow for
the removal of adsorbed contaminants and volatile species.
Afterwards, NH3 chemisorption was performed by pulses at
100 °C until attaining the equilibrium. After this, samples
were submitted to He flow for 15 min to eliminate
physisorbed ammonia and then, temperature was increased
about 10 °C min−1 up to 500 °C under 100 mL min−1 He flow.
Desorbed ammonia was monitored by a thermal conductivity
detector (TCD, Micromeritics) and by a mass spectrometer
(MS, Micromeritics) following the NH3 characteristic mass of
15 a.m.u. (atomic mass unit).

The chemical composition of solids was determined by
inductively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy (ICP)
using a Varian 715-ES ICP optical emission spectrometer
(Agilent Technologies).

Carbon deposition on solids after reaction was determined
by means of elemental analysis in a Euro EA 3000 elemental
analyzer (EUROVECTOR).

Catalytic test on the aromatization reaction

The synthetized solids were tested on the aromatization
reaction of 2,5-DMF with ethylene using a 12 ml autoclave
reactor with an interior vessel of PEEK (polyether-ether-
ketone), equipped with pressure and temperature controllers,
a magnetic bar, and a valve for gas injection and/or sample
collection. Typically, the solid catalysts screening was made
by applying the following reaction conditions: 250 °C,
pressurized with ethylene at 20 bar, with 150 mg of catalyst,
0.3 g of 2,5-DMF, and 1,4-dioxane as solvent, at 1000 rpm,
during 6 h. After reaction, the reactor was cooled to room
temperature and samples of gas and liquid phase were taken.
The liquid phase was filtered off and diluted in 0.8 g of a
standard solution (2 wt% of n-dodecane in isopropanol), and
then analyzed by gas chromatography (GC) using a Bruker
430 GC equipped with an FID detector and a capillary column
(TRB-624, 60 m length). The products in gas phase (C2H6,
C2H4, CH4, CO2, CO, etc.) were quantified by GC using a
Varian 450-GC chromatograph equipped with three detectors;
two thermal conductivity detectors (TCD) for H2 and N2

analysis, separated in a Hayesep Q pre-column and Molsieve
13X column, respectively, and a flame ionization detector
(FID) for C1–C6 hydrocarbons (propane, butane, pentane,
hexanes, etc.) analysis, wich are separated in a Hayesep Q pre-
column and a Al2O3 MAPD column. The presence of carbon
as coke deposition on catalyst after reaction was determined
by elemental analysis measurements (as above-mentioned).
Carbon balance values for each catalytic test was calculated by
totaling C (mol%) in liquid + gas + solid fraction obtained
from reaction (see for example, Fig. S4 in ESI†). The catalytic
results were exposed in terms of p-xy yield, p-xy-selectivity and
2,5-DMF conversion, and calculated as:

Yp-xy = (molsp-xy/mols2,5-DMF) × 100%,

Sp-xy = (molsp-xy/mols of total product in liquid phase) × 100%,

X2,5-DMF = [(mols2,5-DMF0 − mols2,5-DMFi)/moles2,5-DMF0] × 100%.

Some preliminary catalytic tests were performed to evaluate
two main operational parameters as the stirring rate and the
catalyst particle diameter, and results in terms of 2,5-DMF
conversion and selectivity to p-xylene, as well as calculated
reaction rates (mols converted per min) are summarized in Fig.
S7 and S8 in ESI.† The thus obtained data demonstrated that
the system works without any diffusional limitation under the
reaction conditions employed in this study.

Results and discussion

Different acid catalysts based on SBA-15 mesoporous silicates
functionalized by incorporating heteroatoms different from
Si, such as Al, Ga, Zr, W, Nb in the structure were
synthesized, and then well characterized by different
techniques for solids analysis.

Fig. S1 in ESI† shows the SBA-15 SAXS pattern in which
the presence of peaks corresponding to (d1 0 0), (d1 1 0) and
(d2 0 0) diffraction planes characteristic of p6mm hexagonal
symmetry of SBA-15 pore arrangement.33,34 Fig. 1 shows the
XRD patterns corresponding to all synthesized materials.
Here it should be clarified that, although the peak
corresponding to (d1 0 0) plane could not be detected because
of the operability limit of XRD diffractometer detector, the
presence of the two peaks emerging at higher angles, (d1 1 0)
and (d2 0 0), confirmed the development of the hexagonal
ordering typical SBA-15 structures.35 It is interesting to note
that after metals incorporation in the synthesis gel, the pore
structure was maintained. Nevertheless, some distortions can
be observed due to the differences in the metal cation size,
oxidation state and their interaction with the structure. This
feature is more pronounced for Al(17)–Ga(26)–S and Al(18)–
W(817)–S samples. High angle XRD patterns (see Fig. S1 in
ESI†) lack peaks corresponding to the presence of metallic
phases, indicating that if these were formed should have a
particle size smaller than 9 nm.29

As it was above-mentioned, the aromatization reaction
here studied have two main stages or pathways (see
Scheme 1): in the first step an oxanorbornene-type DA
cycloadduct is formed by DA cycloaddition of 2,5-DMF and
ethylene; meanwhile the second stage consists in the
dehydration of DA cycloadduct to produce the aromatic.
These stages could be catalyzed by the presence of Le and Br
acid sites, respectively. In addition, several side reactions
could be catalyzed by the presence of acids with the
consequent formation of different byproducts, such as
ketones, aldehydes, and larger polymerized byproducts.23

These last substances are difficult to characterize or quantify
experimentally by GC and could be trapped in the pore
structure resulting in coke formation and further catalyst
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deactivation. Taking in mind that the major limitation of the
zeolites for this process is their deactivation by coke
deposition, the synthesized mesoporous catalysts can be very
promising if the optimization of their acid properties is
reached in order to enhance the p-xy yield. Therefore, the
acid properties were analyzed by pyridine (Py) chemisorption
followed by FT-IR spectroscopic measurements. This
technique has the notable advantage that the used basic
molecule of Py can interact differently with Le and Br acid
sites giving rise to characteristic bands in the FT-IR spectra.29

On the other hand, the acid strength can be inferred
considering the presence and intensity of the bands after Py
desorption at different temperatures. Data reported in
Table 1 correspond to the quantification of Le and Br sites in
the synthetized solids after desorption of Py at two different
temperatures. The sites present after desorption at 50 °C are
considered a mixture of weak and moderate strength,
meanwhile the sites still present after desorption at 200 °C
are considered of moderate strength. Additionally, the metal
contents of the samples obtained from ICP measurements
are reported in Table 1.

Fig. 2A displays the results of catalytic tests exposed in
terms of 2,5-DMF conversion (XDMF), p-xy yield (Yp-xy) and p-xy
selectivity (Sp-xy) for each one of the acid catalysts here
prepared. Meanwhile, in Fig. 2B the bars indicate the
moderate Br/Le site. On one hand, 2,5-DMF conversion
(XDMF) and p-xy production for monometallic catalysts
containing Ga, Nb and W were very low comparing with those
incorporating Zr and Al in the SBA-15 structure, respectively;
the best results being attained with Al(17)–S catalyst yielding
close to 20% of p-xy. On the other hand, bimetallic samples
offered better furan reactant conversion (XDMF) and p-xy yield
(Yp-xy), where the Al(117)–Nb(20)–S catalyst reached the best
p-xy production (25% yield).

From the acidity measurements (data reported in Table 1)
it could be observed that monometallic solids modified with
Ga, Nb or W only showed Le acid sites of weak strength (a
high proportion are not present for desorption at 200 °C).
Instead, when Al or Zr was incorporated, the solids showed
the presence of Le and also Br acid sites. In fact, only these
last catalysts (with both Br and Le acid sites) presented an
interesting behavior in the tested reaction reaching a p-xy

Fig. 1 Low angle XRD patterns of A) SBA-15 (a), Ga(∞)–S (b), Nb(77)–S (c), W(1020)–S (d), Zr(28)–S (e), Al(17)–S (f), and B) Al(17)–Ga(26)–S (a), Al(117)–
Nb(20)–S (b), Al(18)–W(817)–S (c), Al(17)–Zr(20)–S (d).

Table 1 Metal content (wt%) in the synthesized solids and acid sites quantification (in mmolPy g−1 catalyst) determined by FT-IR spectroscopy (after
desorption at 50 and 200 °C)

Catalyst

Metal content (wt%) Acid sites (mmolPy g
−1 of catalyst) Br/Le ratio

Al Ma

Br Le

50 °C 200 °C50 °C 200 °C 50 °C 200 °C

Ga(∞)–S — 0.004 0.00 0.00 0.34 0.01 0.01 0.20
Nb(77)–S — 1.56 0.01 0.00 0.56 0.02 0.01 0.32
W(1020)–S — 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.44 0.01 0.01 0.20
Zr(28)–S — 4.17 0.04 0.03 0.33 0.07 0.13 0.44
Al(17)–S 2.08 — 0.32 0.08 0.50 0.10 0.63 0.78
Al(17)–Ga(26)–S 2.02 3.54 0.10 0.07 0.27 0.15 0.39 0.45
Al(117)–Nb(20)–S 0.35 7.13 0.10 0.05 0.30 0.05 0.35 0.99
Al(18)–W(817)–S 1.97 0.30 0.13 0.06 0.34 0.09 0.37 0.65
Al(17)–Zr(20)–S 1.98 5.56 0.14 0.07 0.33 0.11 0.42 0.64

a wt% of the incorporated metal (Ga, Nb, W or Zr) in the SBA-15 structure measured by ICP.
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yield (Yp-xy) near to that observed for H-ZSM-5 (20% of Yp-xy,
see Table S1 in ESI†), which is the catalyst commonly used in
aromatization reported processes and taken as a reference in
this work. It is important to mention that furan derivatives
are susceptible to be affected by hydrolysis reactions when
acids are present and, consequently, an important by-product
is usually formed from the furan ring hydrolysis, the
diketone hexanedione, which could further undergo
polymerization reactions.36 Thus, the yield to hexanedione
should be also determined in each catalytic test.
Interestingly, solid modified with Nb showed a high
selectivity to hexanedione (47% in liquids) and a
hexanedione yield of 11% with respect to values between 4
and 8% observed for the other catalysts (see data in Table S1
in ESI†). From these results it could be inferred that among
monometallic solids those with high Br/Le ratio were efficient
for the p-xy production. In order to enhance the Br/Le ratio of
these metal incorporated on SBA-15 structure (M-S) catalysts,
bimetallic solids were also synthesized incorporating Al (that
ensures the Br acidity) together with other metal (Ga, Nb, W
or Zr) in the mesoporous material.

Comparison between mono- and bi-metallic solid
catalysts here studied evidence that, although the amount
of Le sites predominantly weak is slightly higher than that
of Br sites for all of solids (ratio of Br/Le < 1), the
bimetallic solids show an increase in the amount of Br sites
and increased Br/Le ratios (see Table 1). Nevertheless, from
the catalytic results exposed in Fig. 2 it can be observed
that only those bimetallic catalysts showing the higher
moderate Br/Le ratios (see Table 1) display the major
selectivity and yield to p-xy; this feature evidences a clear
dependence of the catalytic efficiency with the type and
strength of acid sites present in the catalysts. In this sense,
the Al(117)–Nb(20)–S material with the highest moderate
strength Br/Le ratio (0.99) gave the higher p-xy production
(Yp-xy = 25%). Moreover, Al(17)–Zr(20)–S showed an increased

2,5-DMF conversion along with decreased selectivity and
yield of p-xy with respect to Al(117)–Nb(20)–S. This Zr and
Al modified solid showed high amounts of both types of
acid sites (see Table 1) with a moderate Br/Le ratio of 0.64
(lower than that of the Al–Nb bimetallic system). Therefore,
it is probable that the lower proportion of moderate
strength Br acid sites results in the lower probability of
cycloadduct dehydration, thus provoking the p-xy production
decrease observed in this case.

From the results up to now attained it could be concluded
that the nature (Br and/or Le) and the strength (moderate or
week) of the acid sites present in the here studied catalysts
are essential for the occurrence of the two steps
aromatization reaction to produce selectively p-xy from
2,5-DMF and ethylene. Nevertheless, there exist other
parameters in the solid catalyst to take into consideration,
such as the distribution of the acid sites in the mesoporous
material. Thus, the specific surface, pore volume and
diameter of the bare SBA-15, Al–S(17) and bimetallic solids
(Al–M) here prepared were determined from N2 physisorption
measurements. All the N2 adsorption isotherms attained (see
Fig. S2 in ESI†) are type IV indicating the presence of
mesoporosity, as expected. The obtained parameter values
were according with the development of a hexagonal pore
arrangement typical of SBA-15 structures (see Table 2) giving
account for the interesting properties of these solids to be
used as heterogeneous catalysts. Therefore, it is expected an
enhanced interaction between the catalytic active sites
present in the structures with the reactant molecules. In this
sense, the catalyst showing the highest p-xy yield (SBA-15
modified with Al and Nb) is that showing the lowest surface
density of total moderate acid sites (number of Br and Le
sites or total acid sites per surface of solid, Table 2 and
Fig. 3) and the higher intrinsic catalytic activity (mmolp-xy per
surface density of total moderated acid sites, Table 2). This
fact evidences that a high acid sites dispersion in the catalyst

Fig. 2 A) Catalytic activity in terms of 2,5-DMF conversion (X2,5-DMF), p-xylene selectivity (Sp-xy) and p-xylene yield (Yp-xy), for the different catalysts.
B) Br/Le ratio of sites with moderate strength (from IR data with pyridine desorption at 200 °C) measured for each catalyst. Data ordered in
function of increasing Br/Le ratio.
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surface and a high accessibility to the acid sites could
consequently reinforce its efficiency as catalytic site for the
tested reaction. Moreover, modified SBA-15 mesoporous
materials have pore diameters (PD) in a narrow range
between 5.80 and 9.90 nm and quite similar pore volumes
(PV) ranging between 0.70 and 1.23, respectively.
Interestingly, the highest values of PD and PV correspond to
the best catalyst Al(117)–Nb(20)–S here studied. Therefore,
the here designed Al–Nb-SBA-15 mesoporous materials offers
a higher accessibility to their acid sites, and, consequently, a
higher efficiency during the aromatization process with lower
sub-products formation when comparing with for example
zeolitic materials commonly used in this process, which
present microporous frameworks with much lower
accessibility to active sites and some diffusional drawbacks
(see Table S1 in ESI†).

From TEM images of Al(117)–Nb(20)–S sample, taken as
reference (Fig. 4), it could be observed the presence of highly
ordered mesoporous structures of unidirectional meso-
channels. In these images, the presence of segregated oxide
nanoparticles of Nb or Al is not detected, this fact confirming

the high dispersion of the metal species on the catalyst
surface. From image c, a pore diameter of around 8.5 nm
could be measured which agrees with the value estimated
from N2 physisorption measurements (see Table 2).

Taking into account that the bimetallic catalyst modified
with Al and Nb [Al(117)–Nb(20)–S] showed the best results in
terms of p-xy production, solids with different Si/Al and Si/Nb
ratios were synthesized to analyze the impact of metal
contents can have on the acidity of the material and,
consequently, on the catalytic behavior. Table 3 presents the
metal contents determined by ICP, as well as the acid sites
quantification for Al–Nb bimetallic catalysts synthesized with
different Al and Nb contents.

The prepared Al–Nb bimetallic catalysts were tested in the
aromatization reaction of 2,5-DMF with ethylene for the
selective p-xylene production, and the results of the catalytic
tests are shown in Fig. 5A, where an interesting behavior for
solids with different Al and Nb contents can be observed. For
its part, in Fig. 5B, it is shown the Br/Le ratio of moderate
strength sites. It was verified that presence of Al is sufficient
to develop active catalysts for the aromatization reaction.
Nevertheless, as the Nb incorporation in the structure
increases (up to molar fraction = 0.85), a better activity in
terms of selectivity (Sp-xy) and yield (Yp-xy) to p-xy is achieved.
This catalytic behavior could be explained by analyzing not
only the amount and strength of acid sites but also the
balance among them. Thus, a relationship between catalytic
activity vs. the moderate strength Br/Le ratio can be found
(see Fig. 6). Then, p-xy yield reached a maximum value for
Al(0.15)–Nb(0.85)–S material [similar to Al(117)–Nb(20)–S
sample of the series previously studied], which shows a
moderate Br/Le ratio of ≈1 (Fig. 6). Instead, Al(0.7)–Nb(0.3)–S
solid with a higher amount of Br acid sites and an increased
moderate Br/Le ratio (≈1.4) showed a major 2,5-DMF
conversion but a lower selectivity and yield to p-xy with
respect to Al(0.15)–Nb(0.85)–S. These results allow inferring
that the formation of p-xy is not favored by a greater
proportion of Br than Le sites, which would be expected by
considering that the two stages of the reaction mechanism
for the aromatic compounds formation via DA reaction
requires the presence of both Le and Br sites of moderate
strength in adequate combination.

Table 2 Main textural properties (specific surface area, pore diameter and pore volume) obtained from N2 physisorption measurements and calculated
surface density of total moderate acid sites and intrinsic catalytic activity for catalysts

Catalyst
Surface areaa

(m2 g−1) PD
b (nm) PV

c (cm3 g−1)
Surface density of total
moderate acid sitesd (mmolpy m

−2) Intrinsic catalytic activitye

SBA-15 578 5.84 0.70 — —
Al(17)–S 725 6.57 1.00 2.48 × 10−4 7.6 × 104

Al(17)–Ga(26)–S 601 8.48 1.13 3.66 × 10−4 4.6 × 104

Al(117)–Nb(20)–S 558 9.90 1.23 1.79 × 10−4 1.4 × 105

Al(18)–W(817)–S 733 7.52 1.20 2.05 × 10−4 9.2 × 104

Al(17)–Zr(20)–S 565 8.03 1.07 3.19 × 10−4 4.3 × 104

a Specific surface area calculated by BET method. b Pore diameter. c Pore volume calculated from BJH adsorption branch. d Data obtained from
FT-IR of adsorbed pyridine. e mmolp-xy per surface density of total moderated acid sites.

Fig. 3 Yield to p-xylene (Yp-xy) as a function of the surface density of
total moderate acid sites (number of moderate Br and Le acid sites per
surface of solid).
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On the other hand, when Br/Le ratio is slightly lower than
1, but the amount of Al is too low (Al(0.02)–Nb(0.98)–S), the
catalyst efficiency notably decreases. This fact evidences the
importance of the nature of the metal incorporated in the
SBA-15 structure for the p-xy production, also corroborating
the need of a minimum Al content in the catalyst to favor the

aromatization reaction. Finally, for Al(0)–Nb(1)–S catalyst only
modified by Nb, which shows the predominant presence of
weak Le acid sites, a poor catalytic activity with an increasing
production of hexanedione was observed. Probably, the
scarcity of Br acid sites for dehydration of the cycloadduct
could shift the equilibrium to hexanedione production (see

Fig. 4 TEM images of the Al(117)–Nb(20)–S ordered mesoporous material obtained with different magnification: at 100 nm (a) and 200 nm (b)
scales, and pore diameter visualization (c).

Table 3 Effect of Al and Nb contents in catalysts on the acidity quantified by adsorbed Py (mmolPy g−1 of catalyst) after desorption at different
temperatures (50 and 200 °C)

Catalysta

Metal
content (wt%) Acid sites (mmolPy g

−1 catalyst)

Total acid sites
(mmolPy g

−1 of
catalyst) Br/Le ratio

Al Nb

Br Le

50 °C 200 °C 50 °C 200 °C50 °C 200 °C 50 °C 200 °C

Al(1)–Nb(0)–S 2.08 — 0.317 0.076 0.503 0.097 0.820 0.173 0.629 0.780
Al(0.70)–Nb(0.3)–S 1.38 2.06 0.126 0.063 0.301 0.045 0.427 0.108 0.419 1.383
Al(0.53)–Nb(0.47)–S 1.22 3.74 0.138 0.067 0.315 0.081 0.453 0.148 0.437 0.826
Al(0.15)–Nb(0.85)–S 0.35 7.13 0.104 0.049 0.297 0.049 0.401 0.097 0.352 0.994
Al(0.02)–Nb(0.98)–S 0.04 6.01 0.156 0.096 0.244 0.103 0.400 0.199 0.640 0.932
Al(0)–Nb(1)–S 0 1.57 0.005 0.005 0.564 0.015 0.569 0.020 0.010 0.320

a In parentheses is shown the molar fraction of incorporated metals according to: XAl = nAl/(nAl + nNb) and XNb = nNb/(nAl + nNb).

Fig. 5 A) Catalysts activity in terms of: p-xylene yield (Yp-xy), p-xylene selectivity (Sp-xy,) and 2,5-DMF conversion (X2,5-DMF), and B) moderate Br/Le
ratio for all catalysts.
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Scheme 2).36 The carbon balance of catalytic experiments are
shown in Fig. S4 in ESI.†

From catalytic results depicted in Fig. 5 and 6 and
considering the acidity values measured for the materials
(see Table 2), it is clear that the total acidity of the catalysts
is not the main parameter guiding the catalytic behaviour,
while the presence of an adequate combination of Br and Le
acid sites of moderate strength (well dispersed and
homogeneously distributed in the solid, this meaning with
low surface density of acid sites) becomes essential to
produce p-xy selectively. In order to corroborate the
relationships encountered between catalytic activity and acid
properties of the materials, the acidity of the series of
catalysts was also determined by means of temperature
programmed desorption of ammonia (NH3-TPD), and the
obtained results are given in Table 4 (and in Fig. S3 in ESI†).
As can be seen, and in agreement with the Py adsorption/
desorption measurements by FT-IR, the catalyst offering the
better yields of p-xy (Yp-xy = 25%) does not have the higher
total acidity measured by NH3-TPD (225 mmol NH3 per g
solid), while other catalysts possessing higher total acidity
values do not produce higher yields of p-xy (see Table 4).

Once the best Al–Nb bimetallic catalyst in the
aromatization process was selected, optimization of the main
reaction parameters, such as reaction temperature, ethylene
pressure, catalyst and reactive concentration was made to
enhance p-xy production. Fig. 7 shows the dependence of p-xy
yields on temperature. When the temperature decreases, the
yield to p-xy also decreases, reaching values similar to that of
hexanedione, the main by-product. This is also reflected in
the selectivity towards p-xy, which increases when increasing
temperature reaching around 65% at 250 °C. This behavior
agrees with that cited in the literature, since the DA reaction
is mainly promoted by thermal activation (typically
temperatures above 200 °C are used). Thus, since the
cycloaddition is an endergonic reaction and the dehydration
reaction is highly exergonic, the coupling of the strongly
exothermic and entropically favored aromatization
compensates the unfavorable DA equilibrium, providing the
thermodynamic driving force for p-xy formation (Scheme 2).37,38

Moreover, the hexanedione formed as by-product in the first
stage of the of the process can reversibly convert back into
2,5-DMF to be further converted into p-xy (irreversible
reaction), and therefore, as the conversion of 2,5-DMF
increases, the thermodynamics of the system reduces the
presence of hexanedione found in solution and helps drive it

Fig. 6 p-xy yield as a function of moderate Br/Le ratio.

Scheme 2 Products and by-products obtained from the aromatization
reaction of 2,5-DMF and ethylene during the different reaction stages
catalyzed by Le or Br acid sites.

Table 4 Effect of Al and Nb contents in catalysts on the total acidity quantified by NH3-TPD measurements

Catalysta
Metal content (wt%) Total acidity

(μmol NH3 per g solid)
Yield to p-xy
(Yp-xy, %)Al Nb

Al(1)–Nb(0)–S 2.08 — 210 19
Al(0.70)–Nb(0.3)–S 1.38 2.06 237 22
Al(0.53)–Nb(0.47)–S 1.22 3.74 259 22
Al(0.15)–Nb(0.85)–S 0.35 7.13 225 25
Al(0.02)–Nb(0.98)–S 0.04 6.01 323 16
Al(0)–Nb(1)–S 0 1.57 43 8

a In parentheses is shown the molar fraction of incorporated metals according to: XAl = nAl/(nAl + nNb) and XNb = nNb/(nAl + nNb).
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to high yields and selectivity to p-xy.39 In addition, carbon
deposited on the catalyst after each reaction was determined
by means of elemental analysis (EA). As it can be observed in
Fig. 7, the percentage of carbon was quite similar for the
three tested temperatures and, in principle, it would not affect
the catalyst activity.

As it can be seen in Fig. 8, an increase in ethylene pressure
produce a major 2,5-DMF conversion, since by increasing the
pressure of the system the dissolution of the gas in the liquid
phase of 2,5-DMF and solvent also increases. This fact favors
the interaction of the substrates with the catalyst16 and shifts
the equilibrium towards the desired product,38 thus achieving
the best yield to p-xy (32%) under a pressure of 30 bar of
ethylene. The hexanedione yield did not vary significantly when
the ethylene pressure was modified, while the better p-xy yield
could be associated to its observed increased selectivity. Again,
the amount of carbon deposited on the catalyst was quite
similar for the different ethylene pressures essayed and it
would not affect the catalytic activity observed.

Following with the optimization of reaction parameters,
two strategies were evaluated in order to increase the
selectivity to p-xy: i) reducing by half the amount of catalyst
or ii) reducing by half the concentration of 2,5-DMF. The
results in Fig. S5† show that a decrease in the amount of
catalyst caused a decrease in yield and selectivity to p-xy,
while lower 2,5-DMF amount produced an increase in both
values. According to Patet et al.,39 with high catalyst
concentration in the medium there are enough free active
sites to catalyze the dehydration reaction (2nd step), and as a
result, the DA reaction (1st step) becomes the rate-limiting.
Meanwhile, when the catalyst concentration decreases, the
dehydrative aromatization reaction becomes rate-limiting as
a result of an insufficient number of active sites.39 This
agrees with the decrease in the yield of hexanedione when
the amount of 2,5-DMF is decreased (column C), due to the
increase in active sites for the aromatization of the
cycloadduct. On the other hand, it is notable that the amount
of water formed when the reaction is carried out with half of
2,5-DMF (0.52 mmol of water) is greater than that working
with half the catalyst (0.43 mmol water). However, the
catalyst is robust enough to favor p-xy selectivity over
hexanedione. More importantly, by working under these
reaction conditions (0.15 g of catalyst, 0.15 g of 2,5-DMF,
column C in Fig. S5†) p-xylene yield of 34% is attained, while
hexanedione yield and carbon deposited on catalyst are
below 5%, respectively.

Once the above-mentioned reaction parameters were
optimized, the influence of reaction time was evaluated,
achieving the highest performance of the Al(0.15)–Nb(0.85)–S
catalyst at 6 h of reaction (Fig. S6†). Probably, the 2,5-DMF/
hexanedione equilibrium (see Scheme 2) after 2 h of reaction
is shifted to 2,5-DMF, which is consumed during the
irreversible aromatization reaction to generate the desired
p-xy. As it can be seen, after 4 h of reaction, the selectivity to
hexanedione strongly decreased, meanwhile the selectivity to
p-xy increased from 60 to around 80%, this meaning that
once the cycloadduct (and, consequently the 2,5-DMF) is
transformed via dehydration to p-xy, the overall process takes
place with relatively good efficiency.

In summary, optimization of the main reaction
parameters of the aromatization reaction of 2,5-DMF with
ethylene allows achieving high 2,5-DMF conversion (≈71%),
p-xy selectivities (≈80%) and yields (48%) with low formation
of hexanedione and other by-products and with very low
carbon deposition on the solids (<5%), which strongly help
to the stability of the catalyst during the process.

One of the main and advantageous characteristics of
heterogeneous catalysts is the possibility of their reuse. To
evaluate the performance of the Al–Nb-SBA-15 bimetallic
catalyst in this regard, three different alternatives were
considered once the solid catalyst is recovered after reaction: 1)
reusing the catalyst without further treatment, 2) reusing the
catalyst after washing with 1,4-dioxane or 3) reusing the catalyst
after calcination in air at 500 °C. In all the cases, carbon on
catalyst was determined after each use to evaluate the

Fig. 7 Influence of temperature on the catalytic activity in terms of
yield and selectivity to p-xylene and hexanedione, 2,5-DMF conversion
and carbon % (measured by EA on the recovered catalyst after
reaction). Reaction conditions: 20 bar of ethylene, 0.15 g of catalyst,
0.3 g of 2,5-DMF, 1,4-dioxane as solvent, 5 h of reaction time and
magnetic stirring at 1000 rpm.

Fig. 8 Influence of ethylene pressure on the catalytic activity in terms
of yield and selectivity to p-xylene and hexanedione, 2,5-DMF
conversion and carbon % (deposited on used catalyst). Reaction
conditions: 250 °C, 0.15 g of catalyst, 0.3 g of 2,5-DMF, 1,4-dioxane as
solvent, 5 h of reaction time and magnetic stirring at 1000 rpm.
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carbonaceous matter deposition and its influence on catalyst
activity during reuses. As it is shown in Fig. 9, the p-xy yield
decreases from 48 to 39% when the catalyst is reused without
any treatment (column II); however, after washing with
1,4-dioxane, the activity of the fresh catalyst (column I) is fully
recovered (column III). Surprisingly, when the catalyst is
subjected to calcination (column IV) an increase of 14% (from
48 to 55%) is observed in the p-xy yield with respect to the fresh
catalyst used in the first catalytic test (column I). For this
reason, this procedure was chosen to regenerate the catalyst
and evaluate its reuse. In addition, the metal content of the
catalysts was determined after each use, and the results are
shown in Table 5. As can be seen, the metallic content remain
practically constant independently of the type of treatment
used after the recovery of the used catalyst and before the next
reuse. These are very relevant results evidencing that the decay
in the catalytic activity observed with treatment I (see Fig. 10) is
not due to a metal loss from the solid. Probably, undesirable
by-products like oligomers or polymers adsorbed on catalyst
are responsible of the activity decreasing when the catalyst is
not washed or calcined.

With the results of catalyst reuse depicted in Fig. 9 in
mind, a new series of catalytic reuses was essayed by
performing thermal regeneration of the used catalyst. Fig. 10
displays the catalytic behavior in function of various reaction
cycles using calcination treatment to regenerate the catalyst.
As can be seen, the p-xy yield was maintained above 50%
during at least three consecutive cycles, while in the fourth
cycle p-xy yield decreases by 27% (from 48 to 35%) compared

to the first use of the fresh catalyst. As in the previous series
of catalytic reuses, the metallic species present in the
recovered catalyst of the four cycles were determined and the
attained values provided in Table 6. As can be observed, the
metal contents were maintained practically unaltered after
three catalytic cycles; however, in the fourth cycle the Al and
Nb contents decreased by 23% and 15%, respectively. As
above-mentioned, the presence of Al in the catalyst is
necessary to favor the aromatization reaction of 2,5-DMF,
therefore a decrease in the Al content could reduce the p-xy
yield. Nevertheless, our findings along this research work
lead us to conclude that the presence of both Al and Nb
metals in the SBA-15 mesoporous structure providing an
adequate combination of Br and Le acid sites of moderate
strength and homogeneously distributed on the solid (low
surface density of acid sites), together with the high
accessibility to these active sites offered by the mesoporous
material, are the keys to attain active and effective catalysts
for conducting the aromatization reaction of 2,5-DMF with
ethylene to produce p-xylene selectively.

Conclusions

The production of aromatics such as p-xylene from renewable
blocks like ethylene and 2,5-DMF was achieved using metal
modified catalysts based on SBA-15 structure. The best results
were obtained with Al–Nb-SBA-15 bimetallic catalysts offering
both Br and Le acid sites in adequate combination. The more
promising catalyst was Al(0.15)–Nb(0.85)–S showing an optimal

Fig. 9 Catalyst performance with respect to treatment applied before
the re-use in terms of yield and selectivity to p-xylene and
hexanedione, 2,5-DMF conversion, and carbon % (deposited on used
catalyst). Fresh catalyst (column I), catalyst without treatment (column
II), after washing with 1,4-dioxane (column III), and after calcination
(column IV). Reaction conditions: 250 °C, 30 bar of ethylene, 0.15 g of
catalyst, 0.15 g of 2,5-DMF and magnetic stirring of 1000 rpm.

Table 5 Determination of Al and Nb contents for the catalysts after
different treatments. I: after first use; II: reuse without treatment; III: reuse
after washing; IV: reuse after calcination

Catalyst treatment

Content (wt%) I II III IV

Al 0.32 0.35 0.33 0.36
Nb 6.01 6.74 6.46 6.78

Fig. 10 Catalyst performance with consecutive reuses in terms of
yield and selectivity of p-xylene and hexanedione, 2,5-DMF conversion
and carbon % (deposited on used catalyst). Reaction conditions: 250
°C, 30 bar of ethylene, 0.15 g of catalyst, 0.15 g of 2,5-DMF and
magnetic stirring of 1000 rpm.

Table 6 Determination of Al and Nb contents for the catalysts after of
each catalytic cycle (with thermal regeneration of the recovered/used
catalyst)

Cycle

Content (wt%) 1 2 3 4

Al 0.32 0.36 0.35 0.27
Nb 6.01 6.78 6.64 5.64
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ratio of Br/Le sites (with moderate strength) of around 1. The
performance of this bimetallic catalyst, evaluated under
optimized reaction conditions, such as temperature, ethylene
pressure, catalyst and 2,5-DMF concentrations, displays a
p-xylene yield of 48% with a p-xylene selectivity (in liquids)
close to 80%. This catalyst showed a high specificity towards
the main product, p-xylene, since only 2% of hexanedione yield
was produced as the main by-product. Under these conditions,
the catalyst could be used by at least three cycles without loss
of activity. The stability an efficiency of the synthetized catalyst
could be associated to the presence of Al and Nb metals in the
mesoporous structure of SBA-15 silicates providing an adequate
combination of Br and Le acid sites of moderate strength and
highly dispersed on the solid (low surface density of acid sites),
together with the high accessibility to these active sites offered
by the mesoporous material. In this sense, this work employs
materials engineering to synthesize bimetallic catalysts with
specific Br/Le acid site ratios and controlled textural properties
to improve the production of renewable p-xylene from biomass-
derived furans and to extend the useful life of the catalyst with
respect to current catalysts.
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